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Icon:
The Rublev Trinity
Resource 3.1

Egg tempera on carved wood, Athens, Greece, 2001 after the original icon of Rublev
This famous icon was originally written by Andrai Rublev in the 15th century. The icon depicts the three
angels who visited Abraham at the Oak of Mamre. It may also be interpreted as depicting the walk to
Emmaus. This icon is often used to depict invitation and hospitality and therefore it is an appropriate image
for evangelism. This is one of the icons we use for the Come and See Membership Growth campaign.
Too often, we simply hope that our churches will grow. We hope new members, with new pledges, with
new eyes, new hands, and new hearts will arrive to keep our churches and dioceses strong and growing.
However, very little happens without some effort. Pledges come because we ask for them, even sometimes
aggressively and with clear, measurable outcomes that indicate effectiveness in leadership and effort.
Raising people is as important to a church or diocese as raising money. The two are intertwined. In these
stories, an action was taken to offer invitation. The invitation was spoken out loud and spoken in the
midst of encounter and relationship. In both stories, the host(s) took initiative, and in conversation, made
an invitation. It was clear. It was measurable and it resulted in arrivals and a deepening encounter. This,
we believe, is a powerful way to grow a church. And we believe that just as a church can raise money
with measurable objectives like pledges and “asks,” so too a membership campaign can raise people with
measurable objectives like conversation-pledges and invitation/welcome training.
Genesis 18:1-5
or Luke 24: 28-35
As they came near the village to which they were going, he walked ahead as if he were going on. 29 But they
urged him strongly, saying, “Stay with us, because it is almost evening, and the day is now nearly over.” So
he went in to stay with them. 30 When he was at the table with them, he took bread, blessed and broke it,
and gave it to them. 31 Then their eyes were opened, and they recognized him; and he vanished from their
sight. 32 They said to each other, “Were not our hearts burning within us while he was talking to us on the
road, while he was opening the scriptures to us?” 33 That same hour they got up and returned to Jerusalem;
and they found the eleven and their companions gathered together. 34 They were saying, “The Lord has risen
indeed, and he has appeared to Simon!” 35 Then they told what had happened on the road, and how he had
been made known to them in the breaking of the bread.
Prayer:
Blessed are you, Lord God, who so longed to unite us to you that you came to be among us as Jesus, the Christ
who called his friends and those he met along the Way to “come and see” what He was doing to change lives
and unveil the Kingdom of God. You spoke the world into existence, and you sent Jesus as the Word made
flesh. Incline us to live into having been made in your image by helping us to reach out and speak. Turn our
hearts and minds outward, to the community around our churches and our lives, and give us courage to
identify those we will invite into the joy which we have in this church. Give us strength to pledge our word
that we will have those invitatory conversations, and then be present in those conversations through your
Holy Spirit. And so inspire joy in our congregation that those who come and see might be led to join us. You,
blessed Holy Trinity, sit in welcome of us. So bless us that we welcome others. Amen.
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Come and See Membership
Growth Campaign
Come and See Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpUNONui0Sc
Introduction:
Anyone seeking to provide resources for the mission of the church is
missing a valuable opportunity if they’re raising money in the fall, but not
raising people in the spring. In many churches and many dioceses, church
membership and church attendance is dropping along with decreased
pledges. To “raise” a new member is to raise resources.
A church or diocese which is producing materials and training to support
pledge campaigns but is not producing materials and training to support
measurable membership growth is missing an opportunity for human
and financial resources. Jesus calls us to go to the ends of the earth to
preach the gospel. Over and over again we hear Jesus and his disciples
inviting people to come and see the mission which is unfolding. We must,
proactively, do the same.

Notes:

The Come and See Membership Growth Campaign is a pledge-based
program designed to train a congregation to turn outward, towards the
community, and invite people with whom they have a relationship to
come and see their church. This is a pledge-based program which invites
the congregation to pledge, individually, the conversations they will have
with people they know to invite them to come and see the church. It is
among other evangelism tools, but it is different in that there is a pledge
component with measurable objectives.
In this campaign, each member of the congregation is trained in the
various ways to make a personal invitation to someone they know. These
personal invitations are pledged, on a pledge card so that there are
measurable objectives to evaluate congregational engagement in the
invitation process.

9, visit ChurchPublishing.org,
Episcopal or secular bookstore.
“The church has recognized the power of social networks. They’ve utilized
the productivity of existing relationships. In the words of Jayson, who was
recalling his missionary assignment in Romania, “You know, somebody has
joined the church, and they believe in it strongly...so they bring their friends
to church, they send missionaries to their parents or cousins or whatever.
The most effective way of finding new people is a personal referral.” Douglas

Akin, The Culting of Brands, p. 1.
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Come and See Membership
Growth Campaign
Membership Growth Campaign Goals
1.

Notes:

To provide a structure, with a beginning and an end, in which
members of a church can comfortably and joyfully share the
enjoyment of their church experience with friends and neighbors
in various ways throughout a defined period.

2. To provide a definable program with measurable goals and
objectives which brings people not currently involved in the
church into contact with the church programs, membership
community, physical location, and church vision.
3. To allow for differing levels of comfort with sharing faith and
community membership benefits and to allow for differing levels
of comfort with being asked to “come and see”.
4. To re-orient a congregation from inward-looking to a posture
of outward-looking. Churches which are inward-looking are
constantly counting things they think they have—numbers
attending, numbers and amounts of pledges, numbers and sizes
of programs and services. These churches will die—slowly or fast
—they will die. Churches which are outward-looking are aware
of their internal numbers but their focus is in drawing others in
rather than counting and keeping what is there.

ng.org,
ookstore.
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5. To provide for church growth which expands the volunteer base
and the donor base of a church, allowing for the possibility that
with faithful living and spiritual depth, the church will keep new
members and become ever stronger as a body for its care of self
and as a body for the care of the world around it.
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Sample: Come and See Campaign
Planning Overview
Resource 3.2
First week of Advent

Recruit the Come and See Campaign Sub-committee of the Membership
Growth Committee.

Third week of Advent

Provide job descriptions.
Campaign Design with detailed strategic plan is developed.

Epiphany

Adult Forum Training of the Congregation in the art of Outward-turning,
Hospitality & Campaign Overview.
Design direct mail and plan.
Clergy, Vestry, and Committee Leaders are trained in the Come and See
Campaign strategy.

February and March

Mail direct mail program begins to city/town neighborhoods.

March

Send and handout cover letter and pledge forms requesting Come and See
Pledges to Raise People.
Receive and manage C&S pledge forms.

Lent

Training #2 – How to approach, invite and receive new member prospects.
Establish pledge tracking and follow-up/accountability process.
Design and print visitor publications, membership forms and liturgy
orientation cards.
Design Come and See experiences in all public events (liturgies, concerts,
education offerings, etc.) a member of your congregation may invite a friend
to visit any one of many different expressions of your church’s life together.
Recruit needed volunteers. Clean, fix, paint physical plant.

Lent

Encourage invitation conversations of parishioners with those on pledge
forms.
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Sample: Come and See
Campaign Planning Overview
Resource 3.2 (cont’d.)

Membership Growth Campaign Goals
Respond to pledges

Send letter thanking them for their invitation and companioning.

Congregation report eNewsletter

Tell the congregation how they did, metrics, and plan for next year.

Evaluate campaign

Evaluate what went well, not so well, needs to be changed.

Plan next campaign

Begin planning during Annual Giving Pledge Campaign (Fall).
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Come and See Direct Mail Card
Resource 3.3
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Come and See Campaign Checklist
Resource 3.4

1.

Did you cultivate your vestry so that they have embraced this concept of invitation?

2. Did you recruit a courageous committee of lay leaders to lead?
3. Did you establish a campaign plan with dates and responsible names and measurable objectives?
4. Did you design (or use a diocesan template card design), print, and mail a direct-mail post card
about your church to a series of local zip codes two to four months before the Come and See
Sundays?
5. Did you spruce up your church, signage, and grounds?
6. Did you train your congregation in how to talk to others about coming to see their church before
asking them to make pledges and make visits?
7.

Did you send your congregation pledge cards and a “how to” brochure telling them how to decide
who to ask, how to set the appointment, and how to invite a friend to come and see?

8. Did you develop a list of possible things to which invitees might “come and see?”
9. Did you collect and bless the pledge forms in a liturgy two months before the Come and See season
to give people time to make the calls and schedule the visits?
10. Did you assemble and manage the master visit-pledge list to be sure visits were made?
11. Did you decide how to follow up with visitors?
12. Did you keep track of visitors?
13. Did you have four or more Come and See weeks of intentional invitation?
14. Did you evaluate the program, make changes, and set up for the next program?
15. Did you circle back to tell your congregation how they did?
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Congregational Training
Resource 3.5

Come and See Invitation Campaign
1.

Come and See Campaign for Invitation
a. The Come and See moments in scripture are our foundation and model for an invitation
ministry.

2. How to be Part of the Come and See Campaign
a. Identify an invitee.
b. Commit to a conversation through the commitment certificate.
c. Have a conversation of invitation. We will be demonstrating this with role-play in just a few
minutes.
d. Companion your invited guest.
e. Call the night before.
f. Meet them in the parking lot or carpool.
g. Show them around the church.
h. Introduce them to people you know have common interests.
i. Explain what the event is and how it ties in with church life.
j. Escort them to their car.
k. Follow up the next day to see how they are doing.
l. Send a thank you note for the meeting.
3. Role-Play Scenarios: “How the Invitation Might Go” – The Invitation Committee Members
a. Church resistance: Yes – “I’m not interested in organized religion and have been hurt in the
past. Well, I felt the same way, but this is different; think of it as decentralized religion. I’ve
been shocked at the lack of judgmentalism and the invitation to conversation and debate.”
				
i. I am sorry you have been hurt by past experiences with religion.
				
ii. This invitation is simply one in which I am inviting you to come and see
				
something I love and which has made a difference in my life.
				
iii. Perhaps just coming to see our church might offer you a different, and
				
more positive view on religion.
				
iv. I once ate a meal which made me sick with food poisoning, however, I 		
				
have found that I have had many meals since which were wonderful, so I
				
am glad I did not stop eating.
				
v. Will you join me just this once to see what our church is about? It might
				
change your views on religion.
b. Church resistance, No – “I’ve had terrible experiences and won’t even step foot in a church.”
(demonstrate exit strategies)
				
i. I am so sorry you have had these experiences, and I am glad you 		
				
were able to be honest with me.
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Congregational Training
Resource 3.5 (cont’d.)

				
				
			
				

ii. You are my friend and of course I will honor your feelings, but I am glad
you gave me the chance to tell you how much I love my church and am
glad you can feel what you feel and still be in relationship with me.
iii. Thank you for telling me how you feel.

c. Because you asked me: Yes – “Much like the “Pippin” metaphor – I’m really not
interested in what Christianity has to offer, but I’m interested in seeing what you find
so fascinating.”
				
i. Thank you for being willing to risk this time you are willing to offer to
			
this experience.
				
ii. This friendship is important to me and this church is as well. I am glad
				
for the opportunity to introduce you to this group of people I care about
				
and am glad you are willing to come on the strength of our friendship.
				
iii. It may be that you like what you see and experience when you visit the
			
____________________ and it may be that you do not, but I am grateful
				
for your willingness to give it a try. Thank you.
d. Heard great things about your church: Yes - “I’ve heard about great events and things at 		
Christ Church and I just didn’t know how to walk in. I’m so glad you asked me and will be
there to answer my questions.”
				
i. An invitation is so important and I am glad you are willing to accept mine.
				
ii. This church is a wonderful place and yet it is big and has dramatic
				
architecture so I understand that it might be hard to approach, which is
				
why I wanted to invite you personally and see if I could just show you as
			
you visit this one thing we do to see what it is all about.
				
iii. The way this invitation works is that I will meet you in the parking lot, and
				
I will be with you the entire time so that I can introduce you to people
				
and show you where things are and how things work. I will act as a sort
				
of human nametag.
4. Closing comments
a. How “Come and See” integrates with the other ministries of the Church.
b. Emphasize this is an invitation to any event, not just formal services.
c. Choose your invitees with discernment, because you want to offer them something, not
because you need to invite someone.
d. This is an ongoing evolutionary process. Success is measured in baby steps, not leaps and
bounds.
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e. What is success? Giving someone you care about a positive, fun, and enlightening experience…
that is it.
f. Open the floor for Questions & Answers.
5. Growth by pledging conversations:
a. Training of the church to turn outward.
b. The realities of church membership decline over the past decade and the trajectories for the
next three decades unless we actively invite.
c. Training of the individual evangelists in speaking to potential visitors.
d. Training of the church in providing that to which visitors “come and see.”
e. Measurable outcomes
			
i. Number of pledges of invitation conversations by congregants.
			
ii. Number of pledged conversations on cards.
			
iii. Number of conversations held.
			
iv. Number of visitors in the “come and see” program.
			
v. Number of visitors who returned to become members.
			
vi. Number of new “come and see” members who pledge.
			
vii. Money raised from new pledges, pledged by new members.
6. Closing meditation: Jesus’ model as the inviter-of-people; our call to do likewise.
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Sample:
Letter Come and See Invitation
Resource 3.6

Dear JOHN:
Thank you for sending us your commitment card in the “Come and See”
initiative to invite friends to come and see Christ Church. This is an
historic initiative, and we are all excited to see it unfolding and changing
our church culture. You are among many who have made the bold step to
commit to inviting a friend to come and see the church and I wanted you
to know how grateful we are that you are willing to make this commitment.

Notes:

By now you have begun the process (or perhaps have even accomplished
it!) of setting the appointment for a face-to-face visit or a phone call which
will invite your friend to join you at the church for one of any number of
encounters. You will be in my prayers as the Holy Spirit works through you
to make this invitation, and we will commit to continuing our work so that
what your friends comes to see is worthy of the effort and intention you
have made in the invitation.
I know this is a vulnerable act. Who knows if your friend will agree to join
you, and who knows what they will think of the church when and if they do
indeed come and see? But I wanted you to know that we are grateful for
the time it took for you to return the commitment card, and for the time
and effort it will take both to make the personal invitation and join them
when they come to see the church for their visit.

ng.org,
ookstore.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if there is anything we can do to
assist you in this invitation process. We are doing gospel work by these
invitations. Jesus asked us to go to the ends of the earth to invite people to
come and see what Jesus began, and this work is a step in that direction.
Thank you. And please, if you have the time, let us know how it all turns out
so that we can make adjustments to next year’s initiative as we continue
to work to raise money in the fall and people in the spring!
Warmly,

George Streinbrenner
Rector
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Teaching Year-Round
Programming Lunch &
Evaluations
Self-Care for Leaders in Resource Development
Our society is spiritually rather shallow and fragile at best. It is weighed
down with marketing and advertising, materialism, envy, possessions,
over-stimulation, over-scheduling, and over-work. At the same time, the
church is perpetually anxious about decreasing revenues, decreasing
membership and changing social norms about church involvement and
investment.
We, the people who come forward to help to church host conversations
around financial development and membership growth face significant
resistance, stress, frustration, and fear. People in our churches are not
greedy. They are scared. Their greed is just the way they choose to scream.
That fear will move their responses to the amygdala—the reptilian center
of fight or flight in our brain.

Notes:

In this work, we, as teachers, will face clergy and congregations who are
afraid of doing what we are teaching them to do. We will be asking clergy
and laity in our church to:
1.

lead and speak about giving.

2. ask others for money.
3. engage in work which is easily measured.
4. ask people to engage in active evangelism.
5. pledge conversations they will have about religion.
6. hold others personally accountable to measurable objectives.

7. openly name success and failure in campaign management.
9, visit
ChurchPublishing.org,
We know some statistics that clergy and many lay leaders find themselves
Episcopal
or secular bookstore.
over-worked, over-scheduled, over-stimulated, and overtired such that
their ability to lead effectively is sometimes deeply compromised.

It makes absolutely no sense to teach our diocese or our churches how
to raise money and how to raise people if, along the way, we neglect to
teach these same leaders self-care along the way. This is why the art of
iconography and the related theology and prayers are so foundational to
the resources we will use as we meet with churches to teach this material.
Spend time with these icons. Get to know these Bible passages. Learn
Section 3 | Fearless Church Fundraising | © Charles LaFond
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these prayers or write your own. But ground each and every class you
teach, meeting you chair, and presentation you make, in spiritual support
and growth on both ends of the encounter as you teach adults to do this
work.
Were there not statistical proof regarding clergy burnout and misconduct,
there would be no need to even discuss self-care for leaders. However,
work on financial development and membership invitation is work on the
front lines of a society increasingly distracted with fear and overwhelmed
by too many messages.

Notes:

It will be tempting to ignore issues of spiritual self-care; either because
we think we are doing it well, are fearful of sounding “preachy,” or are so
ashamed of this area of our own lives that we will avoid its discussion.
A brief consideration of the self-care of leaders:
1.

Your own spiritual lives – in an airplane, the stewardess tells
parents to place their masks on first in order to remain strong
enough to help their children. We MUST care carefully for our own
spirituality or choose NOT to lead in such a damanding area of
ministry.

2. Philanthropy – a stewardship leader needs to be a giver so that
you have a bold integrity. If you do not give robustly, the people
you teach will sniff you out in seconds.
3. Prayer – a stewardship leader needs to be a person of prayer.
a. Rule of Life – write and live by one.
b. Sabbath – keep one.
c. Scheduling – make time for leadership and define your
ability through a reputation of effectiveness.
d. Presence – kindness, patience, emotional intelligence,
modeling giving, centered.

ng.org,
ookstore.

4. Consider your own issues regarding your fears around money.
Why self-care and spiritual centeredness is so important when facing
difficult conversations:
They say that when Martin Luther King, Jr. hosted his rallies, people would
drive and take buses and walk from great distances to show up and work
Section 3 | Fearless Church Fundraising | © Charles LaFond
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for the cause. But King would stand at the door to those meetings and
greet each new arrival in their sweat and dust from the journey.
He asked one question of them after a warm and loving greeting: “What
is your spiritual practice back at home?” Some would say, “I pray daily.”
Some would say, “I meditate.” Some would say, “I study scripture and pray
over passages that encourage me.” Some would say, “I meet regularly with
a small group to pray and read and discuss life as a Christian in a hard
world.”
Each one would be welcomed inside for the rally.
But sometimes a visitor would have nothing to say. They would say they
worked hard for justice or they gave lots of money, but they had no regular
spiritual practice that fed them in relationship with their God. Those people
King would turn away at the door — yes, even the rich ones — the tired ones.
They would have to make the long trek home, not having been welcomed
into the meeting. They would object, reminding him of their fervor for the
cause and their fight to get to the meeting. Righteous indignation can be so
invigorating! But he would hold his ground, and politely ask them to leave
the meeting and go home.

Notes:

When asked later why he did this seemingly unkind thing — why he sent
these people home at the door, an act that reduced the ranks and coffers
of his rallies, the great man said, “If you do not have a spiritual practice,
then you will not have the voice you need to speak against injustice, and
you will not be able to remain still when the police set the dogs on you.”
Your spiritual practice will till the soil, water the soil, and fertilize the soil
as you teach and lead in resource development. Your giving will emerge
but not from knowing you are doing the right thing. Your giving will emerge
from knowing that you are desperately loved by God. And more than loved,
that you are even liked by God. That you were made good and that your life
is for letting that goodness sprout, grow, and flourish like the palm tree in
the hot sun of the love of a God who is absolutely crazy about us. So find or
keep your spiritual practice and you will change this church, and the world,
one person at a time. Abandon it and you set yourself in the path of great
violence and fear.

9, visit ChurchPublishing.org,
Episcopal or secular bookstore.
Do not lead or teach on resource development in your churches or dioceses
without a deep and maintained spiritual practice. And teach the importance
of a spiritual practice to the lay and clergy leaders you teach.
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Icon:
Anthony of Egypt
Resource 3.7

Egg tempera on carved wood, Athens, Greece, 2002
Anthony of Egypt is a saint of the 4th century who went off into the desert in order to be alone with God.
Many consider him a founder of what we now call Christian monasticism. The word monasticism comes
from “monos” or “alone” and implies that we are indeed alone with God when we enter into our “cell” to
pray or think. And of course, the prison system borrowed the word “cell” from monasticism as a place to be
alone and think about one’s life regardless if the prisoner considered God to be present in that or not. The
icon of St. Anthony is a valuable image for the work we must do in spiritual self-care. If we are not attending
to our spiritual life, then when we face the hard work and resistance inherent in financial development and
evangelism, we will at least lose heart, and at worst, face grave danger. Anthony of Egypt is a reminder that
we all have a Monk or Nun within us – that person who desires to be alone with God.
Acts 2: 42-47
42
They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the
prayers. 43 Awe came upon everyone, because many wonders and signs were being done by the apostles.
44
All who believed were together and had all things in common; 45 they would sell their possessions and
goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. 46 Day by day, as they spent much time together
in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and generous hearts, 47 praising God
and having the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord added to their number those who were
being saved.”
Prayer
Remain with us, Lord Christ, as we follow the example of all the saints, past, present, and yet to come who
sacrifice time, money, prestige, possessions, and power in order to follow you with a devoted heart which
matches a devoted life. Give us grace to make the time daily and weekly which fuels our spiritual life
through prayer and conversation with you. Help us to get to know ourselves so that as we lead the valuable
work of stewardship and evangelism in a church we do so encouraged by the Holy Spirit and yet aware of
our own demons. Bring us too, a great awareness so that the work we do is done gently, kindly, and with
great power. Amen.
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Icon:
Christ The Bridegroom (ONymphios)
Resource 3.8

Egg tempera, Greece, 2001
This icon is the image used in the Eastern Orthodox church on the first three days of Holy Week. Jesus is in
a regal red cloak, indicating the mockery he is sustaining, but hinting at the red (divinity) with which Jesus
is usually dressed underneath the blue (humanity) overlay of most icons in the canon. This is a startlingly
beautiful image in that Jesus’ eyes seem sad for the situation rather than for himself. His stomach is concave
indicating starvation and the crown of thorns draws blood. The thin staff recalls the rods of authority seen
held by angels or three-persons of the Rublev Trininty Icon. The icon is called “Christ the Bridegroom”
indicating his connection to humanity as the bridegroom of the church — humanity — in the unfolding of
the passion in Holy Week on the way to the cross.
This icon is part of the Fearless Church Fundraising collection as a spiritual resource for prayer, meditation,
and teaching on acedia and resistance which leaders will often face in financial development in churches.
Leaders in financial development and evangelism/membership growth will face both acedia and resistance
when teaching and leading. Acedia is a spiritual boredom or ennui which looks a lot like sloth or laziness. The
psalms calls acedia the “noon-day-demon” and its spiritual illness inclines the sufferer to heavy inaction. It
has also been called spiritual depression. Acedia will inevitably infect a Christian from time to time, much
the way a common cold appears occasionally. It will appear in a person or in a group of congregation and,
once diagnosed, can be dealt with by naming it and facing it head-on followed by prayer, action, and focus
on mission. Acedia is at play when a person or congregation simply does not want to move forward and will
be frustrating to a Fearless Church Fundraising leader or teacher. When you face acedia in a congregation
while trying to teach financial development or membership growth, return to this image and connect to
Jesus’ suffering, asking the Holy Spirit to help you pull the group from inaction to action.
Similarly, this image helps leaders to face resistance from a leader, leaders, or an entire congregation. Here
too, the leader will be tempted to be frustrated and even angry when a congregation asks for help with
funding but refuses to then respond with the necessary action to raise the money. Resistance will be as
subtle as inaction and as violent as relational combat during teaching and leadership. As with adolescents,
the best plan is to pull back, regroup, and ask if what they have been doing is getting them the results they
seek.
Matthew 27: 28-31
They stripped him and put a scarlet robe on him, 29 and after twisting some thorns into a crown, they put
it on his head. They put a reed in his right hand and knelt before him and mocked him, saying, “Hail, King
of the Jews!” 30 They spat on him, and took the reed and struck him on the head. 31 After mocking him, they
stripped him of the robe and put his own clothes on him. Then they led him away to crucify him.
Prayer
Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the Living God, have mercy on me. Stay with me. Strengthen me. Amen.
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Raising Money as Prophets and
Pastors
The Reverend Canon Charles LaFond
Excerpt: “The ways in which stewardship leaders are both prophets and pastors in a time of over-stimulation,
over-caffeination, over-scheduling, and over-spending while under-silencing and under-laughing creates
a perfect social and ecclesial storm in which we stewardship leaders are a lifeboat of power and hope for
clergy, bishops, and a beautiful, effective laity.”
Thesis statement: To be effective in helping people to give their money to mission, we need to stop being
so nice. We need to exchange nice for kind and effective. We need to pastor the uncomfortable regarding
fundraising and we need to be prophets to a church that is often deluded and a people whose fear will only
be healed with adoration, glory, and awe.
Raising Money as Prophets and Pastors
Jesus said it more than anything else. And, no, I am not talking about giving. We are missing the point by
talking about giving. I swear, if one more person tells me how many times Jesus talked about money I may
just lose it. There was nothing Hallmark-greeting-card about what Jesus told us. Jesus did not come here to
compliment the world. He came here to save it from pathological narcissism, one person at a time.
Jesus gave us our calling, and it was not to give. It was not to pledge. It was not to preach. It was not to say
masses. It was to “Be not afraid.”
Fearless.
That is our calling. Nothing less. We are called to be fearless. We are called by God over and over again to
NOT BE AFRAID. We are called to love each other. We are called to love God with everything we have and are.
And we are called to be fearless.
Fearless about speaking truth to power. Fearless about living life. Fearless about what happens to our
bodies—for they decay as we speak. Fearless about our money and the comforts it can bring us when we
give it away. Fearless about the incontinence that our shame brings on as we pretend that spending money
the way we do is okay. Fearless about setting goals for mission. Fearless about making sacrifices for Jesus.
Fearless with our praise. Lavishing it on a senior warden, a priest, a bishop, a board president, or a senator
when they are beautiful examples of faithful leadership.
Fearless in the face of a senior warden, a priest, a bishop, a board president, or a senator when they are
disgraceful examples of incompetence. Lovingly, compassionately, resoundingly fearless.
Fearless.
That is our calling. “Do not be afraid.” Jesus implored his followers; commanded them over and over again,
to take courage. To be not afraid. He did not say: make your pledge. Nor did he say “Give your money away.”
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Not even feed the poor. Take courage. Be not afraid. That is what Jesus kept saying. Fearless. That is what
Jesus keeps saying.
Fearless. Death-defying. Power-defying. Stupid-defying. Boring defying. Agenda-defying. Nice-defying.
Fearless.
If you are in this room or watching this video stream, you are here because you are in some capacity a
fundraiser. You raise money for the mission of Jesus on this planet.
Now, you may be given over to Gnosticism and think that the things of this world like fundraising, pledging,
and sex are evil, sticky, and stinky, and you may believe that the things of God, like stewardship, wafers that
stick to the roof of your mouth, and the offertory are pretty and holy, and that is okay. But you should not
be at this conference. Being a gnostic at a fundraising conference is stepping into the shower wearing a
raincoat. It’s not efficient.
Setting aside the church’s decision in the second century that Gnosticism was a heresy, I would propose
that being fearless about being fundraisers for the mission of Jesus on the planet is not such a bad thing.
But being fearless is not even enough. We must also be compassionate. Com-passion. Being with people
in their struggle. Com-passion. Fearlessness without compassion is little more than bullying in a cloak
of spiritual superiority. I am not saying it never happens. Indeed, it happens all too often—and often in
stewardship circles. But what I hope to convince you of today is that my job, your job, our job is to be fearless
and compassionate. What I hope to convince you of today is that fearlessness and compassion are acts
of immense courage and creativity., And what I hope to convince you of today is that you are beautiful for
being here and for doing this work in our church. You are beautiful. You are fearless. You are compassionate,
and you are loved by a God who is nearly insane with love for you. And … And, that you have a job to do.
That job, if you do it well, will be hard, messy, dangerous, thrilling, meaningful—this work we are doing to
raise money for mission puts us on the front lines of the work of the Gospel, because at this time, on this
planet, in this church, the poor need to be fed—the poor in spirit need to be encouraged, the rich need to
be jerked out of their pretend-spirituality, and the suffering need to be picked up and held, and rocked, and
kissed. Kissed right on their dirty, sweat-soaked, pustule-marked faces.
You see, people of God, it is time to take off the gloves. It’s time to remove our bonnets, to put down the
PowerPoints, lay the platitudes aside, and face the fact that when Generation X begins to take over in our
churches, our politics, our businesses—an event that is four years away—when Generation X takes over—
Americans who are 34 to 48 years old—when Generation X takes over leadership, something will happen
to the church that has never happened in the history of Christianity since the 330s when Constantine and
his momma took a rag-tag, suffering church that followed a rag-tag, suffering set of disciples who followed
a simple, fearless, belligerent, Savior who loved the poor—and draped that church in gold. A church that
found the nails from the Cross in the Holy Land, conveyed to Constantinople, where they were melted down
and forged them into a bridle for Constantine’s warhorse.
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My spiritual director for a dozen years into my life as an Episcopal monk was a man named Paul Wessinger.
I loved him for many reasons, not the least of which was that he was mischievous. He would often say, in a
whisper and with a sparkle in his eye, “Cross of gold…heart of wood. Cross of wood…heart of gold.” It would
make me laugh and then I would get into trouble for laughing in church. Which only further amused him.
When Generation X takes over leadership in four years (that’s 48 months), when Generation X begins
to assume the financial responsibility for the church, something will happen which the church and the
nation has never experienced before. People who today are under 48 will largely not give to the church by
association.
What does that mean, “Generation X will not give to the church by association …”?
It means that in the Dark Ages people gave to the church because it was their village or city church and
because the clergy scared the living bejesus out of them with paintings of people roasting in hell. So people
gave.
It means that in the Middle Ages people gave to the church because it was their family church or their
cultural church or their civic church. They were taxed on their land to give. They were sold heaven to give.
They were sold years off purgatory to give. They were taxed on their produce to give.
It means that in the Renaissance people gave to the church because it was a way to be socially prominent.
It means that in the birthing of our nation, people gave to the church out of obligation to the Crown and
then obligation to the town. It means that in the Edwardian and Victorian eras people gave to the church
because it was the right thing to do—the thing my family does, the thing my people do, the thing my parents
told me to do.
But in four little, tiny years, all that will change. After one thousand, six hundred and eighty four years—for
the first time—adults will not feel any obligation to give to their church or, even, to attend one.
Now the dowager empresses of our churches—male and female alike—can wring their hands and twist their
bonnets and agitate their hemorrhoids all they want—they can rant and rave about how society is going to
hell in a handbasket and how things were not like this in my day and how young people today just don’t ….
But in the end, this is happening. This really is happening. Beginning in 2018. And the only way to face
into that new reality will be to be fearless. Fearless about asking for money. Fearless about raising money.
Fearless about admitting when a church does not deserve the money it thinks it deserves to raise. Fearless
and compassionate. Compassionate about how frightened people are about being afraid.
So we need to be fearless, and we need to face into the reality that upping our game in the raising of money
for mission is the only way to preserve the churches that will survive the coming social changes. So we have
established that we need to be great prophets and courageous leaders as we live into this reality. How do
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we do that? What do we need as leaders in the church in the next few decades as the church molts into
something new?
I would suggest that there are some antidotes to the fear.
Have you ever seen a movie about a person who is dying? It may have been an adventure film in which a
person fell off a cliff and is being cradled by a rescuer, or a drowning person is being encouraged to tread
water, or a knife victim or gunshot victim is being encouraged not to fall asleep as they lose blood, or an
Episcopalian during a dull sermon is encouraged not to lose the will to live. You have seen these scenes
play out—death by cliff-fall—death by drowning—death by gunshot—death by boredom.
In these situations, the rescuer huddles close to the victim and keeps trying to get his/her attention. They
snap their fingers in front of the victim’s eyes: “Look at me,” they command. “Stay with me. You will survive
this. We will stop the bleeding. We will pull you from the river. From the mudslide. The sermon will end one
day.”
The rescuer begs the wounded to be caught up in the presence of the rescuer. The rescuer’s job is to catch
and keep the attention of the wounded one. “Look into my eyes,” they always say in the movies. And they
say it because it is true. We humans need the rescuer’s face when we are afraid or in pain or both. And you
and I—we leaders in this work of raising money for our God’s mission—we need to rescue year-round, to
transform our seasonal pledging and giving programs into lifelines available at all times. We must exchange
“nice” for “kind” and “effective.”
What does that mean? What does it mean to add being a pastor to being a prophet? How does that work?
Isn’t that my priest’s job? I am just a lowly layperson. What can I do? I am not here for this, Charles. I did not
sign up for this, Charles! I am here to get handouts. I am here to get pledge-card samples and cover-letter
samples. I am here to see graphs about successful programs go up and graphs about troubling social issues
go down. I am here to hear the 20 things Jesus said about money so that I can be self-congratulatory about
my stewardship leadership.
No. No. No! You are here in order to download the courage to Walk the Way. You are here to midwife the
church into strength. The midwife needs to have the courage to pull life into the world the way Jesus did in
the Resurrection. The midwife needs her herbs and potions and wisdom. The midwife will always threaten a
masculine church. She will even sometimes be burnt at the stake. But a midwife combines the observation
of a scientist, the intuition of a shaman, and with gentle hands firmly on a gelatinous skull, musters the
courage to face men running around wetting themselves with anxiety.
And not only a midwife must you be, but a warrior. Your sword must be sharp. Not because we are a violent
church but a merciful one. What I mean by a sharp sword is that at times—like cutting an umbilical cord or
cutting out a tumor or cutting off the head of a sad, tawdry, stupid church program, or firing an incompetent
priest, chairperson, warden, or bishop—we need a sharp sword because a sharp sword is merciful. A sharp
sword cuts so fast and so clean and so entirely that the body part that must die in order for the body to
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survive is cut with ease so that healing may begin. A jagged wound takes ages to heal. A clean cut heals
quickly when bound and attended to by the nurse and midwife.
You people here—you leaders in this work of raising money and raising people—you are called to be great
midwives and great warriors.
So what are your tools? What are your towels and hot water? What are your potions and salves? What are
your swords and whet stones?
I will suggest three essential tools for leading as pastor and prophet in this new millennium as we walk the
way of leading the church in the work for which we have gathered—leading the church in walking the way
of stewardship.
First, Be the Pastor with Personal Authenticity: Two Things
Achieving authenticity is so important in leadership, and especially in a leadership around stewardship,
that I would say the first step toward authenticity in leadership around stewardship is to change the words.
1.

Say the word “fundraising”
Hear me when I say that the people in our pews, when they pledge, are engaged in stewardship.
What we are doing when we lead the conversation in which mission is funded through stewardship,
is fundraising.
There is emphasis in repetition: Pledging parishioners engage in stewardship. When we inspire
parishioners to give generously—that is fundraising. We must stop spiritualizing the conversation to
protect ourselves from being measured for effectiveness.
When I arrived in Denver a year ago this month, I had two months to design a campaign. When I
expressed my anxiety, a friend of mine said “Charles, do what you write in your book!” “Hell no!” I
thought. “What if it annoys people—I want to be liked. What if it fails? I want to be impressive.”
So I did the things I wrote about in my book, the planning, the structure, the creativity, the fantastic
events, the major gifts, the advance campaign, the beautiful discernment booklet, the huge pledge
card, the victory celebration, the phone-athons, the hand-written thank-you card campaign. And in
four months we went from $950,000 to $1.4 million in pledges and gifts.
I really annoy the stewardship fetishists when I use the word ‘fundraising’. I am not trying to annoy
them. Annoying them is, I admit, a delicious side-benefit, but that is not my goal. I use the word
‘fundraising’ unapologetically because the word ‘stewardship’ is unhelpful. Like using the word “bigboned” when you are trying to encourage someone to lose weight. Your friend is not big-boned. He
is fat. He is obese. If he does not lose weight, he will die and before he dies he will have a sad and
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hard life when he loses a foot to diabetes and his energy to blood-vessel constriction. And if I am
honest with my friend about his health, we can get somewhere.
We have decided to let go of Gnosticism. An altar can be a table. A chalice can be a goblet. A piece of
bread can be a sacramental tool. And fundraising works when seeking to raise, well, funds. It is not
worldly. It is not different. It is just a tool. An effective tool. Padding our work with spiritual mumbojumbo is a way to obscure failure.
2.

Have and use an Authentic Spiritual Practice
Accept the fact that if you are going to be a spiritual leader—priest, bishop, warden, lay leader,
chairman of a board, chairman of a campaign—what is different about raising money in the church
is not that we call fundraising ‘stewardship’; rather it is that we call leadership spiritual practice.
So discern, assemble, and practice a set of disciplines that make you an effective spiritual leader
and not just a spiritual-ish person. If you are not willing to make the sacrifice of getting up early to
pray, of making a retreat without any accompanying anesthesia, of being accountable to a spiritual
director regularly, of maintaining a regimen of study, of knowing what congregants pledge, of
making a pledge yourself that constricts your personal budget—then, no problem. Leave the work of
leadership in the church and find other work. And if the leaders in your lives are living inauthentic
lives, then do the hard midwife-warrior work of firing them. In the “Leave it to Beaver” 1950s perhaps
we could afford clergy who did not pray, and bishops who did not have a Rule of Life. Today, we must
be merciless gardeners: our pruning shears are sharp. We are cutting the vines back to living wood. .
They say that when Martin Luther King had his rallies, people would drive and take buses and walk
from great distances to show up and work for the cause. But Martin Luther King would stand at the
door to those meetings and greet each new arrival in their sweat and dust from the journey.
He asked one question of them after a warm and loving greeting: “What is your spiritual practice
back at home?” Some would say, “I pray daily.” Some would say, “I meditate.” Some would say, “I study
scripture and pray over passages that encourage me.” Some would say, “I meet regularly with a small
group to pray and read and discuss life as a Christian in a hard world.”
Each one would be welcomed inside for the rally. But sometimes a visitor would have nothing to
say. They would say they worked hard for justice or they gave lots of money but had no regular
spiritual practice that fed them God. Those people King would turn away at the door—yes, even the
rich ones. They would have to make the long trek home not having been welcomed into the meeting.
They would object, reminding him of their fervor for the cause. Righteous indignation can be so
invigorating!
When asked later why he did this seemingly unkind thing, why he sent these people home at the
door, this act that reduced the ranks and coffers of his rallies, the great man said, “If you do not have
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a spiritual practice, then you will not have the voice you need to speak against injustice, and you will
not be able to remain still when the police set the dogs on you.”
Your spiritual practice will till the soil, water the soil, and fertilize the soil. Your giving will emerge
not from knowing you are doing the right thing. Your giving will emerge from knowing that you are
desperately loved by God. And more than loved, that you are even liked by God. That you were made
good and that your life is for letting that goodness sprout, grow, and flourish like the palm tree in the
hot sun of the love of a God who is absolutely crazy about us. So find or keep your spiritual practice
and you will change this church and the world, one person at a time.

Second: Be the prophet who demands institutional authenticity (seven things)
What does it mean to be a financial development prophet? What does it mean to be a prophet when raising
money and inspiring stewardship?
What does it mean in the face of generational change? It means we must deserve the money we think we
want to raise.
And I have seven litmus tests for integrity:
1.

The institution must exhibit radical financial transparency.

2. The clergy must know what people give.
3. No one donor, nor a few, may hold the spiritual growth of a church hostage to shut down fundraising
and recloak it in angels and incense.
4. The money raised must go to things that Jesus would recognize as ministry.
5. Our churches, to survive the next decade (and 50% will not), must become civic centers that host
occasional worship, and not remain chapels that host occasional care for the poor.
6. The people must own and be physically involved in their church, fueling its vision with their
collective longings. The days of command-and-control-clergy are over. A revolution is underway.
7.

“We are not greedy. We are afraid. And our greed is just the way we choose to scream.” We must
name and face the fear with curiosity and compassion.

Finally, be both the pastor and the prophet, which demands that before you plan the fundraising campaign,
before you discuss stewardship, before you raise the first dime—be a great church. Because pledge cards
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and campaign kickoff dinners and giving kiosks and major-gifts consultants and planned-giving programs
are useless if your priest is dull, your warden is Machiavellian, your vestry is contentious, your staff is
competitive, your Bishop only pretends to be a person of prayer, your vision for being church is lifeless and
self-indulgent.
Give the people an arresting vision. Be a great church before you try to manage a great campaign. Otherwise
we apply makeup to a corpse. And we continually underestimate how easily our laypeople can spot corpses
wearing makeup. They point and laugh. Then they hold their noses.
Maggie Ross
“The primary role of the institutional church is to provide a context for adoration.”
• People come to church for healing, which they find in silence and mystery and beauty— adoration.
But they leave sad because they find that adoration is not the central act—perhaps the central act
is organization, authority, efficiency, activity (mission), community (group narcissism), purity-seeking,
absolution-seeking, self-anesthesia. …
• People go away aware that what their “hidden heart” sought was not found.
Holiness and Adoration
• “The tragedy of contemporary institutional religion, preoccupied as it is with power struggles of the
clergy, is that it seems to have forgotten this task of bringing the transfiguring silence of adoration into
the static world of noise. Clergy are no longer trained for lives of holiness but for career trajectories.”
For us Christians, this awe, this holy fear is enveloped in love—making it different from horror fear. It is hard
for our ears to hear fear as a wonderful, dynamic thing. Perhaps the best description of this particular kind
of fear is to be found in The Wind in the Willows when Mole and Rat encounter the Divine Piper at the Gates
of Dawn. Afloat in their small boat, paddling through a mysterious backwater, they find themselves drawn
by the divine sound of distant piping. Rat says to Mole:
“This is the place of my song-dream, the place the music played to me,” whispered the Rat, as if in a trance.
“Here, in this holy place, here if anywhere, surely we shall find Him!”
Then suddenly the Mole felt a great awe fall upon him, an awe that turned his muscles to water, bowed his
head, and rooted his feet to the ground. It was no panic terror—indeed he felt wonderfully at peace and
happy—but it was an awe that smote and held him and, without seeing, he knew it could only mean that
some august Presence was very, very near. With difficulty he turned to look for his friend and saw him at his
side cowed, stricken, and trembling violently. And still there was utter silence in the populous bird-haunted
branches around them; and still the light grew and grew.
Perhaps he would never have dared to raise his eyes, but that, though the piping was now hushed, the call
and the summons seemed still dominant and imperious. He might not refuse, were Death himself waiting
to strike him instantly, once he had looked with mortal eye on things rightly kept hidden. Trembling he
obeyed, and raised his humble head; and then, in that utter clearness of the imminent dawn, while Nature,
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flushed with fullness of incredible colour, seemed to hold her breath for the event, he looked in the very
eyes of the Friend and Helper;
“Rat!,” he found breath to whisper, shaking. “Are you afraid?”
“Afraid?” murmured the Rat, his eyes shining with unutterable love. “Afraid! Of HIM? O, never, never! And
yet—and yet—O, Mole, I am afraid!”
Then the two animals, crouching to the earth, bowed their heads and did worship.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on encouragement for the stewardship leader, see Fearless Church
Fundraising, Introduction, pages 195-198.
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Icon:
Christ Pantocrator
Resource 3.10

Egg tempra on carved wood, 2001, Athens, Greece
This icon gets it’s title from nine references to God and Christ in the book of Revelation is most commonly
translated as almighty or all-powerful. The term Pantocrator is a compound word which is formed from
two Greek words: strength or power, and generally is considered to be the icon to which we turn in the
church for a vision of God as omnipotent. Understanding God as the sustainer and ruler of all things is a
powerful image and is a tremendous source of comfort for those who have chosen to take leadership roles
in the work of Fearless Church Fundraising and its issues of resource development in stewardship and in
membership.
John, Chapter One – the Prologue
1
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He was in the
beginning with God. 3 All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing came into
being. What has come into being 4 in him was life, and the life was the light of all people. 5 The light shines
in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it.
There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. 7 He came as a witness to testify to the light, so
that all might believe through him. 8 He himself was not the light, but he came to testify to the light. 9 The
true light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world.
6

He was in the world, and the world came into being through him; yet the world did not know him. 11 He
came to what was his own, and his own people did not accept him. 12 But to all who received him, who
believed in his name, he gave power to become children of God, 13 who were born, not of blood or of the will
of the flesh or of the will of man, but of God.
10

And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his glory, the glory as of a father’s
only son, full of grace and truth. 15 (John testified to him and cried out, “This was he of whom I said, ‘He who
comes after me ranks ahead of me because he was before me.’”) 16 From his fullness we have all received,
grace upon grace. 17 The law indeed was given through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.
18 No one has ever seen God. It is God the only Son, who is close to the Father’s heart, who has made him
known.
14

Prayer
Ruler of all things in heaven and on earth, you have given us the earth, and all that is in it, as a great gift.
Give us also the gift of gratitude so that we may see what we have - all that you have given to us for you are
the ruler and giver of all things. As we lead on issues of stewardship and gratitude in your church, give us
a deep awareness of your presence and your power. When we face resistance or fear about stewardship or
money within ourselves, from power structures within the church, or from individuals who want to restrict
the conversation around giving and evangelism; provide us with the great and arresting image of your
power and glory so that we might not be afraid. Amen.
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